Splicing sites provide unique statistics in human genome due to their large number and reasonably complete annotation. Analyses of the cumulative SNPs distribution in splicing sites reveal a few interesting observations. While a degree of the nucleotide conservation reflects on the SNPs density monotonically, no detectable changes in the SNPs frequencies spectrum were found.
Inspecting consensuses (Fig. 2 ) it is evident that the majority of semi-conserved sites have the next best-fit base as a transition mutation from the top base. The probability for a random pair of bases to be related by transition is 1/3 ( Fig. 4) , thus presumably this far from random pattern reflects optimisation for mutation load. Transitions are nearly twice as frequent as transversions in humans, thus when two best nucleotides for a given site are related by transition, a random mutation is more likely to be "synonymous" -not detrimental for site functioning. Fig. 4 demonstrates the apparent dependence of transversions to transitions ratio versus variability for the acceptor tail.
This mechanism may work only for semi-conserved nucleotide site with functional load < 1 bit. At higher loads two equally good bases are impossible for an obvious reason -2 equally probable states give the entropy of 1 bit, thus for highly conserved sites there is indeed no significant preference for transitions (data not shown).
Conclusion
It is likely that most of non-coding functionality is not yet characterized and the amount of it in large genomes may be larger than coding part [4] . Arguably, the deciphering of non-coding functionality is the next large-scale hardest problem in genomics.
It seems that due to the generality of information theory, described observations could be usefully extended on non-coding sequences en mass [4] .
Splicing sites, due to large statistics, may serve as a calibration reference for relative SNPs density versus functional load. For example, with functional load of 1 bit the SNPs density falls slightly more than twice, in comparison with neutral sequence. (Fig. 3 ) Apparently analogous decrease happens in orthologous sequences evolution.
Adaptation of semi-functional sites (or better to say of their binding agents) for the prevalent transition mutations is analogous to the replacement-to-synonymous mutations (R/S) metric and can be equally useful in evolutionary analyses of noncoding sequences. This kind of adaptation to mutational bias appears to be quite ubiquitous as it affects the genetic code itself [3] , where it is quite transparent for the mutation rates
